BEFORE COVID -19

CUSTOMIZED
SOLUTIONS
for

HIGHER ED'S
CHALLENGES

Your costs were rising, driving up tuition
The cost of attending your institution was rising, putting higher
education out of reach for many potential students
The declining population of traditional college age students and
the disappearance of international students were exacerbating
the problem...

NOW YOUR FUTURE IS CHALLENGED
To survive this current crisis, you need to think about your institution
like a business person. We will help you develop strategies to assure
you will survive.

Can you calculate—your cost of instruction?; ROI?; revenue attributable to specific
programs? Can you identify financial interdependencies among programs?

OUR STRATEGY INCLUDES:
Coaching academic leaders through the business challenges to their institutions
Analyzing costs of current (as well as potential) programs and operations
Which programs are really making money?
Which programs are really losing money?
Will proposed programs be profitable?
Where are the inefficiencies and redundancies in your current structure?
Identifying programs and activities that are candidates for reduction or elimination
and those in which you should be investing
Benchmarking programs, structures, and budgets against peer and "best practice"
institutions to aid in right sizing staffing and program mix
Developing revenue models for program and service expansion

Our approach helps you model the interdependencies and unique
aspects of your institution's systems.
You will move beyond identification of symptoms (e.g., inadequate
number of students, low retention/completion rates, inefficiently
sized classes, high cost of instruction, rising administrative costs) to
understanding of the underlying causes and potential changes that
would improve your outcomes.
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ARE YOU
PREPARED?
More importantly, we pull these strategies together into a comprehensive
dynamic model that will help you to understand the interrelationships among
programs and between programs and administrative units, as well as to see
the impact of potential changes across the institution. Developing dynamic
models for your institution will allow you to develop new programs that will
be successful and will fit with your current programming. The model will also
help focus any needed budget cuts to improve institutional efficiency while
remaining true to your culture.
You will work directly with our principal consultants who bring decades of
higher education experience, including academic affairs, information systems,
and senior administration. We have been faculty members, department
chairs, and academic deans. We understand the complexities of the
academic environment and how to navigate complicated changes through
shared governance. We come from business, engineering, and information
technology and have real experience working with faculty members across
the campus to build new programs, to refresh programs whose enrollment
was lagging, and to "sunset" programs that have outlived their value and
relevance.

PRINCIPAL CONSULTANTS
MICHAEL GINZBERG
30+ years of higher education leadership as a department chair, business
school dean, associate provost, and consultant both within the US and
internationally.
Broad experience in strategy development and execution, program design
and evaluation, developing partnerships, and accreditation.
Led strategy development for Tulane's School of Science and Engineering
in the recovery from Hurricanes Katrina and Rita

ELMORE ALEXANDER
30+ years of higher education leadership as a director, department chair,
and dean.
His experience encompasses the development of strategies for program
growth through unique educational experiences for both traditional and
part-time students.
Experience coaching deans and department chairs through personal,
programatic, and leadership challenges.

NUNO COUTO
Founder and Managing Partner of Optimal Campus Consulting, Inc.
20+ years of experience managing IT infrastructure projects for schools as
diverse as Northeastern, Boston College, and Harvard.

Contact us to get on the path to making your college thrive!
Web: optimalcampus.com - Phone: (855-6-HIGHER)
EMAIL: contactus@optimal-partners.com
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WE CAN
HELP

